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Overview & Learning Objectives

Overview:
The FOMC’s actions and increased market demand for fixed income have resulted in lower yields for 
government bonds and core fixed-income portfolios, leaving credit and spread products in an advantaged 
position to potentially provide portfolio yield.  However, not all spread products are created equal and this 
session will examine the importance of examining that risk, managing liquidity, tactical asset allocation and 
other strategies to navigate this low-rate environment during this time of uncertainty.

Learning Objectives:
• The global central banks’ actions & impact on lenders & bond portfolios
• The importance of tactical asset allocation in this rate environment
• Strategies to navigate through this unprecedented environment while mitigating risk
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Re-calibrating  

Calibrate
verb (used with object), cal·i·brat·ed, cal·i·brat·ing.

• to determine, check, or rectify the graduation of  (any instrument giving quantitative measurements).

• to divide or mark with gradations, graduations, or other indexes of  degree, quantity, etc., as on a thermometer, 

measuring cup, or the like.

• to determine the correct range for (an artillery gun, mortar, etc.) by observing where the fired projectile hits.

• to plan or devise (something) carefully so as to have a precise use, application, appeal, etc.: a fixed income portfolio 
strategy re-calibrated for uncertainty.
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Uncertainty In 
Unprecedented Conditions 

• COVID-19 – Imposed Lockdowns & Shutdowns Impact 

• Global Monetary Response – Impact on real rates of  return

• 2nd Wave of  COVID-19 - What will be the impact?

• Political Uncertainly – impact on policies & fiscal stimulus?

• Economic Impact – Domestically & Globally – Recovery 

projections?

So what portfolio strategies will work during this uncertainty?
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Covid-19 – Virus World Map (June 2)

Source:  New York Times – June 2, 2020 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/world/coronavirus-maps.html
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Covid-19 – Virus World Map (Nov 16)

Source:  New York Times – November 16, 2020 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/world/coronavirus-maps.html
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Covid-19 Case Trends

Source:  New York Times – November 8, 2020 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/world/coronavirus-maps.html

Where new cases are higher & staying higher

Where new cases are higher but going down
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Tracking Global Outbreak (Nov 16)

Source:  New York Times – November 16, 2020 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/world/coronavirus-maps.html
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Monetary Policy Effectiveness

• Role of  the Central Bank:

• Designed to be a short-term stabilizer to the economy

• Price stability & maximize sustainable employment

• Monetary Policy: 

• Will lower borrowing costs & encourages businesses & households 

to take loans & spend

• Will not open factories nor return workers to work

• Will not increase the velocity of  money through the economy 

• Will not restore impact of  supply shocks or demand shocks
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FOMC Market Support

• Federal Reserve support has been unprecedented.  After initial widening, both corporate and 

municipal spreads tightened significantly, the UST curve is “normal”, and the S&P 500 is over 

3,500.  

Commercial Paper Funding Facility (CPFF)

* Announced: March 17

* Launched: April 14

* Treasury backstop: $10 billion

* Program limit: none

* Deployed: $4.29 billion

* Current Balance of  Loan: $0

Primary Dealer Credit Facility (PDCF)

* Announced: March 17

* Launched: March 20

* Treasury backstop: none

* Program limit: none

* Deployed: $34.549 billion

* Current Balance (10/31/20): $243 million

Money Market Fund Liquidity Facility (MMFLF)

* Announced: March 18

* Launched: March 23

* Treasury backstop: $10 billion

* Program limit: none

* Deployed: $5.5 billion

* Current Balance  10/31/20 : $5.5 billion

Secondary Market Corporate Credit Facility (SMCCF)

* Announced: March 23

* Launched: May 12

* Treasury backstop: $25 billion

* Program limit: $250 billion

* Deployed: $13.35 million

* Current Balance 10/31/20 : $13.3 billion
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FOMC Market Support

Municipal Liquidity Facility (MLF)

* Announced: April 8

* Launched: May 24

* Treasury backstop: $35 billion

* Program limit: $500 billion

* Deployed: $1.20 billion

* Current Balance of  Loan: $1.65 billion

Term Asset Back Securities Loan Facility (TALF)

* Announced: March 22

* Launched: June 18

* Treasury backstop: $10 billion

* Program limit: none

* Deployed: $0

* Current Balance (10/31/20): $3.75 billion
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Global Central Bank Rates
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Negative Real Rates Enter 
into the U.S. Bond Market
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Impact of Negative Real Rates
on Investors 

• Global hunt for yield will cause vanishing nominal and real yields 

causing investors to move further out the curve and down the credit 

spectrum to satisfy yield desire.

• Negative real rates will be supportive of  the equity markets and risk 

assets.

• Emerging Market (EM) Fixed Income is seeing larger inflows as 

investors look for returns above inflation rates.

Source: Bloomberg Barclays Indices, Wells Fargo Investment Institute
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Negative Real Rates In DM
Make EM Rates Look Attractive 
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CPE Question #1 

If  you were to review your investment policy statement, what options below might you consider? 

a. Extend maturity limitations or duration of  securities

b. Loosen credit risk standards – (lower rated instruments into the portfolio)

c. Permit other risk related securities as permissible investments (ie:  Equity, ETFs, Real 

Estate, etc..)

d. Combination of  a, b, & c

e. None of  the above
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2020 Election and Outlook

• With the Presidential outcome nearly 

concluded in favor of  Joe Biden, the 

markets have quickly shifted focus on key 

Senatorial races in Georgia to determine if  

the GOP retains Senate control.

• A Biden-Harris victory likely means an 

increase in taxes and overall spending by the 

federal government.  The new 

administration will likely put forward an 

aggressive climate change policy which has 

potential to dampen business growth in the 

near-term.  

• If  Democrats assume control of  the Senate, 

which currently stands at a 50/50 

probability, the incoming administration will 

have a much easier path to aggressively 

pursue its agenda beginning in January 2021.  

• If  Republicans retain a slight edge in the 

Senate, expect some level of  bipartisanship 

to occur and therefore result in a 

moderating of  policy objectives. 

Sources: NBC News, Capital Economics
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Fiscal Policy Effectiveness

• Fiscal policy is more effective than monetary policy - since it can be 

more specifically targeted to counter economic slowdowns 

• It can provide stability to businesses and target specific supply side 

industries (Airlines, Cruise Lines, Tourism, etc..)

• Government spending will not contain the virus, but it can help 

offset some of  the economic consequences from the pandemic
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Low rates: How can we manage through this? 

• Optimize Cash Strategies

• Complement Core Fixed Income Allocations

• Diversify Credit & Spread Risk
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CPE Question #2 

Prior to the Pandemic, what was your current level of  cash on hand and how long could your 

organization fund existing cash needs without impacting invested reserves?

a. Less than 6 months

b. From 6 to 12 months

c. From 12 to 18 months

d. Greater than 18 months
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CPE Question #3 

Post Pandemic, same question – has cash on hand changed?  What is your current level of  cash 

on hand and how long could your organization fund existing cash needs without impacting 

invested reserves?

a. Less than 6 months

b. From 6 to 12 months

c. From 12 to 18 months

d. Greater than 18 months
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Institutional Cash Tiers 

Operating Cash:

• LGIPs, QPDs & FDIC Insured Deposit providers

Core Cash:

• Ultra Short Bond Strategies, Short Floating Net Asset Value LGIPs, CDs

Strategic Cash:

• Short term bond funds, add multisector short duration conservative spread product 

which can diversify risk (IG Corporates, CMBS, ABS, Municipal Notes & Bonds)
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Fixed Income Strategies
throughout the Economic Cycle 

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management
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CPE Question #4 

Which part of  the economic cycle do you think we are now entering?

a. Early recovery to expansion

b. Peak

c. Slowdown

d. Early contraction

e. Late contraction to early recovery
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Strategy for early contraction and late contraction 
& recovery 

• Income Driven Strategy:

• Take profits in portfolio & don’t focus on coupons – focus on YTM  

• Extend Duration – review and purge any low credit exposure under pressure

• Diversify Portfolio – Add Spread Product – Tactical Allocation is important
• Add Spread Products (IG Corporates, ABS, Municipals)
• Add Amortizing Securities (CF in anticipation of  Higher rates)

• Yield Curve Roll Down – Riding the Yield Curve
• Steep Yield Curve

• Works well in stable environment 
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Not All Credit is the Same

• Why is this?
• Can’t just rely on the credit agency ratings

• Valuations often adjust prior to credit ratings

• Ratings reflect - probability of  default but not loss severity of  default

• Difficult to predict credit-negative outcomes (ie: litigation, natural disaster, 

pandemic) 

• Complex Corporate Structures:

• Parent Holding companies operating multiple subsidiaries

• Holding company structurally subordinated to subsidiary debt

• More diverse assets & earning streams

• Parent appears to have higher effective credit rating than subsidiary

• Priority of  claims in bankruptcy not always absolute

• Bonds are contract – company’s duty to bondholders and creditors is limited to the 

terms of  the contract
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The 5 C’ Credit Analysis

Image Source: Planprojections.com
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S & P 500 vs US IG Bond Market
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• The S & P 500 returned 13.6% YTD in total return to 8.13% for the US 
IG ICE BofA ML Index.  

• Financials and Energy are the only negative return sectors for equity, 
while Info and Tech has outperformed the most.  All S & P 500 bond 
sectors posted positive returns with Energy lagging the most. 



Credit Market Snapshot (11/12/20) 
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Consumer Goods Performance 2020
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Consumer Goods Issuers (15 largest)
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Taxable Municipals: Supply Update

• Advanced refunds of  municipal issues that are callable over 90-days must be refunded with taxable pieces 

which are causing the increase in issuance.

• YTD taxable muni issuance has more than tripled while tax-exempt is actually down by 1%.

• Approximately 60% of  this year’s taxable municipal issuance has been for refunding older bonds, and an 

additional 14% were for new money and refunding combined.

• Muni bond mutual funds added $4.6 billion in net new assets in September, however fund flows turned 

negative for the week ended 9/30.

• 30-Day visible supply is around $28 billion.
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Municipal Bond Yield Comparison
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Municipal Bond Market Update
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Municipal Redemptions Update
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• Central Banks have driven real rates below zero – pushing the 
investor into riskier assets to achieve yield – proceed cautiously & 
know what you are buying

• Remember no all credits are equal – tactical allocation & security 
selection are critical

• Strategically – Optimize your cash strategy, Implement Income 
driven strategy,  & diversify credit & spread risk
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This presentation is for Institutional Investors Only – Not for Public Distribution

Questions
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This presentation is for Institutional Investors Only – Not for Public Distribution

Presenter’s Bio

M. Brent Wertz
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Brent Wertz is the Managing Partner at Water Walker Investments. Brent provides strategic leadership for 

the company and is responsible for overseeing all aspects of  the firm’s investment process. He heads 

implementation of  the firm’s investment strategies and portfolio risk management. He serves on the firm’s 

investment and credit committees.

Brent started Water Walker based on his experience serving as a consultant to special taxing districts 

throughout the State of  Florida assisting these districts in bond offerings, assessment allocation, and 

collections as well as assisting District Managers with treasury management.

Brent is a graduate of  Virginia Military Institute with a B.A., Economics. Brent received his Master’s in 

Business Administration from the University of  Tampa
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This presentation is for Institutional Investors Only – Not for Public Distribution

Disclosures

This presentation is only intended for institutional and/or sophisticated professional investors. This material is  

intended for informational purposes only and should not be relied upon to make an investment decision, as it was  

prepared without regard to any specific objectives, or financial circumstances. It should not be construed as an offer  

or to purchase/sell any investment. Any investment or strategy referenced may involve significant risks, including, but  

not limited to: risk of  loss, illiquidity, unavailability within all jurisdictions, and may not be suitable for all investors. To  

the extent permitted by applicable law, no member of  Water Walker Investments Team and/or Florida Fixed Income 

Trust or  any officer, employee or associate accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising 

from any  use of  this presentation or its contents, including for negligence. This material is not intended for 

distribution to, or  use by, any person in a jurisdiction where delivery would be contrary to applicable law or regulation, 

or it is subject to  any contractual restriction. No further distribution is permissible without prior written consent.

The views expressed within this material constitute the perspective and judgment of  Water Walker Investments

and/or Florida Fixed Income Trust at the time of  distribution and are subject to change. Any forecast, projection, or  

prediction of  the market, the economy, economic trends, and equity or fixed-income markets are based upon current  

opinion as of  the date of  issue, and are also subject to change. Opinions and data presented are not necessarily  

indicative of  future events or expected performance. Information contained herein is based on data obtained from  

recognized statistical services, issuer reports or communications, or other sources, believed to be reliable. No  

representation is made as to its accuracy or completeness.

Performance data quoted represents past performance; past performance does not guarantee future results. The  

investment return and principal value of  an investment will fluctuate so that an investor's shares, when redeemed, may  

be worth more or less than their original cost. Current performance of  the fund may be lower or higher than the  

performance quoted.
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